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In vivo comparison of tantalum, tungsten, and bismuth enteric 
contrast agents to complement intravenous iodine for double-
contrast dual-energy CT of the bowel

Samira Rathnayake, MD1, John Mongan, MD, PhD1, Andrew S. Torres, PhD2, Robert 
Colborn, PhD2, Dong-Wei Gao, MD1, Benjamin M Yeh, MD1, and Yanjun Fu, PhD1

Department of Radiology and Biomedical Imaging, University of California San Francisco (UCSF), 
505 Parnassus Avenue, San Francisco, CA 94143-0628

Abstract

To assess the ability of dual-energy CT (DECT) to separate intravenous contrast of bowel wall 

from intraluminal contrast, we scanned 16 rabbits on a clinical DECT scanner: n=3 using only 

iodinated intravenous contrast; and n=13 double-contrast enhanced scans using iodinated 

intravenous contrast and experimental enteric non-iodinated contrast agents in the bowel lumen (5 

bismuth-, 4 tungsten-, and 4 tantalum-based). Representative image pairs from conventional CT 

images and DECT iodine density maps of small bowel (116 pairs from 232 images) were viewed 

by four abdominal imaging attending radiologists to independently score each comparison pair on 

a visual analog scale (−100 to +100%) for: 1) preference in small bowel wall visualization; and 2) 

preference in completeness of intraluminal enteric contrast subtraction. Median small bowel wall 

visualization was scored 39 and 42 percentage points (95% CI: 30–44% and 36–45%, p<0.001 

both) higher at double-contrast DECT than at conventional CT with enteric tungsten and tantalum 

contrast, respectively. Median small bowel wall visualization at double-contrast DECT was scored 

29 and 35 percentage points (95% CI: 20–35% and 33–39%, p<0.001 both) higher with enteric 

tungsten and tantalum, respectively, than with bismuth contrast. Median completeness of 

intraluminal enteric contrast subtraction in double-contrast DECT iodine density maps was scored 

28 and 29 percentage points (95% CI: 15–31% and 28–33%, p<0.001 both) higher with enteric 

tungsten and tantalum, respectively, than with bismuth contrast. Results suggest that in vivo 
double-contrast DECT with iodinated intravenous and either tantalum- or tungsten-based enteric 

contrast provide better visualization of small bowel than conventional CT.
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Introduction

Accurate and reliable evaluation of small bowel remains a clinical challenge. Conventional 

endoscopy does not evaluate the distal small bowel. Capsule endoscopy is relatively time-

consuming and may misassign the location of findings (1,2). Fluoroscopic evaluation does 

not assess bowel wall vascularity.

By contrast, computed tomography (CT) is beneficial in small bowel imaging because it 

evaluates the entire length of the small bowel and provides multi-planar image display. A 

major limitation of abdominal CT is that the bowel contrast agents are either “positive” 

(radiodense) or “neutral” (water attenuation). Positive oral CT contrast material helps 

differentiate bowel from non-bowel soft tissue and fluid and helps detect bowel leakages or 

obstructions (3,4). Unfortunately, positive oral contrast material may obscure bowel wall 

hyper-enhancement as is seen with inflammation, or conversely, lack of bowel wall 

enhancement, as is seen with ischemia (5). Findings related to bowel wall enhancement are 

crucial to the evaluation of bowel inflammation, vascular disease, tumors, gastrointestinal 

bleeding, and ischemia (3,6,7). Neutral enteric contrast is used in conjunction with 

intravenous contrast for superior visualization of small bowel wall enhancement (CT 

enterography) because it allows the intravascular iodinated contrast agent signal in the bowel 

wall to stand out. Unfortunately, neutral enteric contrast is less useful than positive contrast 

for the detection of intra-abdominal abscesses or bowel leakage because the signal intensity 

of neutral enteric contrast resembles that of other bodily fluids.

Dual energy CT (DECT) is now increasingly available and allows one to distinguish the 

signal from different materials if they have distinctly different ratios of X-ray attenuation 

coefficients at low versus high kVp (peak kilovoltage), even if these materials might have 

similar attenuation numbers at conventional CT (8,9). Use of a small bowel luminal contrast 

material that can be digitally separated from conventional intravenous iodinated CT contrast 

material by DECT could combine the advantages of both positive and neutral oral contrast-

enhanced imaging in a single scan, improving the diagnostic evaluation of small bowel.

The ability of DECT to separate selected contrast materials depends on differences in the 

ratios of X-ray attenuation coefficients at low and high energy between the selected contrast 

materials. A major limitation of our currently available clinical contrast agents is that they 

are all based on iodine and barium – these two materials have similar low to high kVp 

attenuation ratios (hereafter referred to as “attenuation ratios”) and their signals cannot be 

reliably separated at clinical DECT (8). High-atomic-number elements attenuate X-rays 

well, and many of these elements have been explored in the past as potential X-ray or CT 

imaging contrast agents, including bismuth, gold, cesium, tin, tantalum, tungsten and 

lanthanides (9–19). Representative contrast compounds include: prototypic tantalum oxide 

colloids described as intravenous X-ray contrast agents in dogs and rabbits in 1972 (11), 

well-defined tantalum oxide nanoparticles recently used as intravenous contrast agents for 

CT (10,14), tungsten cluster compounds as intravenous contrast agents for CT (19), bismuth 

sulfide nanoparticles for blood pool imaging (17), and organic bismuth compound-

encapsulated polymeric nanoparticles for both intravascular thrombosis imaging and spectral 

CT imaging applications (9–19).
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For the present study, bismuth, tungsten, and tantalum are chosen for their property of 

having low to high kVp attenuation ratios substantially different from that of iodine or 

barium, allowing for possible separation of their signal from iodine and barium at DECT, as 

well as their potential biocompatibility for use as enteric agents (9,20). Bismuth in particular 

is currently used in an over-the-counter medication (Pepto-Bismol), and tungsten and 

tantalum compounds or metals have been used as preclinical oral agents and in implanted 

medical devices (18,21). Tungsten oxide and especially tantalum oxide are known to be 

chemically inert at body temperature and pH 2 – 8, which is the expected pH range of 

human GI tract (4,9).

The comparative abilities of novel bismuth-, tungsten-, and tantalum-based enteric contrast 

agents to be digitally separated from an intravascular iodinated contrast agent have not been 

previously described in vivo. Our present study investigates whether double-contrast 

enhanced DECT, with intravenous iodinated contrast and unconventional enteric contrast 

materials based on bismuth, tungsten, or tantalum can improve bowel wall visualization 

compared to conventional CT.

Results and Discussion

Example images of double-contrast conventional and DECT are shown in Figures 1–4. 

Small bowel wall visualization on double-contrast DECT with enteric contrast subtraction 

was superior to double-contrast conventional CT when enteric tungsten or tantalum was used 

(median improvement in small bowel wall visualization score of 39 percentage points [95% 

CI: 30% to 44%,] p<0.001, and 42 percentage points [95% CI: 36% to 45%], p<0.001, 

respectively). When enteric bismuth was used with double-contrast DECT, no significant 

improvement in small bowel wall visualization over double-contrast conventional CT was 

found (95% CI: −12% to 9%, p=0.67) (Figure 5). In our study, the term “conventional CT 

images” refers to 70 keV virtual monochromatic images reconstructed from the same DECT 

scan data, which approximate the appearance of a conventional CT scan obtained at 120 

kVp. Direct comparisons between individual enteric contrast agents at double-contrast 

DECT (Figure 6) showed that enteric tungsten and tantalum were superior to enteric bismuth 

for both small bowel wall visualization (median improvement in visualization score of 29 

percentage points [95% CI: 20% to 35%], p<0.001 and 35 percentage points [95% CI: 33% 

to 39%], p<0.001, respectively) and enteric contrast subtraction (median improvement in 

completeness of intraluminal enteric contrast subtraction score of 28 percentage points [95% 

CI: 15% to 31%], p<0.001 and 29 percentage points [95% CI: 28% to 33%], p<0.001), 

respectively). A reader preference was not found in small bowel wall visualization (95% CI: 

−14% to 8%, p=0.29) or completeness of enteric contrast subtraction from small bowel 

lumen (95% CI: −5% to 0%, p=0.27) in the case where double-contrast DECT with enteric 

tungsten was compared with double-contrast DECT with enteric tantalum (Figure 5). 

Median small bowel wall visualization was scored 21 percentage points higher (95% CI: 8% 

to 29%, p<0.001) for intravenous contrast-only conventional CT than double-contrast DECT 

with the use of enteric bismuth contrast material (Figures 4, 5). No significant difference 

was found in small bowel wall visualization score in the case where intravenous contrast-

only conventional CT was compared with double-contrast DECT when enteric tungsten 

(95% CI: −5% to 1%, p=0.13) or enteric tantalum (95% CI: −21% to 6%, p=0.23) was used 
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(Figure 4, 5). Of note, Figures 5 and 6 show a partial visual analog scale (−50% to +50%) 

since our results fall in this range.

Our in vivo animal model study showed that simultaneously administered iodinated 

intravenous and high-Z (atomic number) enteric contrast agent allows for significantly better 

visualization of small bowel wall at DECT than at conventional CT. We found that bowel 

wall visualization was significantly improved (in the case of enteric tantalum or tungsten) on 

double-contrast DECT iodine density maps compared to double-contrast conventional CT 

(70 keV images) despite the presence of radiodense oral contrast media, which normally 

obscures intravascular contrast agent enhancement of the bowel wall at conventional CT (5).

Among these three experimental high-Z enteric agents, we found that a tantalum- or 

tungsten-based enteric contrast agent provided superior separation from intravenous 

iodinated agents at double-contrast DECT than did a bismuth-based enteric contrast agent. 

Iodine density maps obtained from DECT scans with tantalum or tungsten enteric agents 

showed significantly better small bowel wall visualization and better quality of subtraction 

of enteric contrast than when a bismuth-based enteric agent was used.

These differences in visualization and enteric contrast subtraction at DECT may be 

explained by the differences between the low to high kVp attenuation ratios of each enteric/

intravenous contrast agent pair used for our study. Iodine, bismuth, tantalum, and tungsten 

are known to have 80:140 kVp CT number attenuation ratios of approximately 1.7, 1.3, 1.0, 

and 1.0, respectively (4,9,20,22). Of note, the attenuation ratios of materials depend on the 

specific X-ray spectra of scanners including use of beam filters. It is known that noise for 

DECT material separation is inversely proportional to the difference of low to high kVp 

attenuation ratios between the two materials being separated (23). Since the low to high kVp 

CT number attenuation ratio of bismuth (1.3) is closer to that of iodine (1.7) than are those 

of tantalum (1.0) or tungsten (1.0), separation of bismuth from iodine can be expected to be 

relatively noisier than separation of tantalum from iodine, or tungsten from iodine. Our in 

vivo results build on those of recently published in vitro studies on DECT imaging of non-

iodinated agents (20,24).

A major limitation of conventional CT enterography is that the bowel lumen must be either 

neutral (no bright oral contrast given) or bright (positive iodine or barium contrast given). 

Absence of bright oral contrast allows evaluation of abnormalities in intravenous 

enhancement of the bowel wall, but results in decreased sensitivity for abscess or other 

extralumenal fluid because such fluid collections may resemble neutral signal bowel lumen. 

Conversely, presence of bright oral contrast adversely interferes with evaluation of bowel 

wall enhancement, but allows superior identification of abscess or other extralumenal fluid 

collections, which contain unenhanced (neutral signal) fluid.

Our results suggest that appropriately selected contrast agent combinations for DECT could 

simultaneously provide the diagnostic benefits of a positive enteric contrast scan to mark the 

bowel lumen and, at the same time, also allow evaluation of bowel wall enhancement on 

iodine density maps that remove the positive lumenal signal. Powerful imaging by double-

contrast DECT could thus be particularly valuable for inflammatory conditions of the bowel, 
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where identification of extralumenal collections (best seen when the bowel lumen is bright) 

and evaluation of hyper- or hypoenhancement of the bowel wall (best seen when the bowel 

lumen is dark) are both of concern.

Our study has several limitations. First, 70 keV virtual monochromatic images were used to 

represent conventional CT images in lieu of traditional single-energy scans at 120 kVp. 

While this is an approximation, it allows images to be produced that are identical except for 

the technique (DECT density map versus “conventional” virtual monochromatic), which 

eliminates variables of positioning and contrast phase timing that would otherwise 

complicate the comparison. Second, the radiologists were presented with fixed images rather 

than full CT image series on a PACS system. Although this represents a deviation from 

clinical practice, this also served to limit spurious variability by ensuring that each 

radiologist was evaluating the wall of the same portion of bowel. Had our study been 

focused on the diagnosis of small bowel pathology, evaluation of a full CT image series on a 

PACS system may have been more fitting.

An additional limitation is that, while our experiment shows that normal bowel wall is 

clearly visualized with double-contrast DECT iodine density map images, we have not yet 

determined how robust this technique would be in the evaluation of bowel pathology. Qu et 
al. have studied a small bowel phantom containing simulated polyps with varying degrees of 

enhancement and a bismuth-based enteric contrast agent in bowel lumen. This study showed 

a higher rate of polyp detection with DECT than with routine CT technique (4). Further 

studies continuing our initial in vivo evaluation of double-contrast DECT will be needed to 

assess the value of this technique for the evaluation of bowel disease with experimental 

DECT contrast agents in animal models, and are also essential to stimulate the development 

of clinically-feasible enteric contrast material for DECT.

Development and regulatory approval of double-contrast DECT will require further 

development and testing of a safe enteric contrast agent with favorable X-ray attenuation 

characteristics. Currently, none of the contrast materials approved by the United States Food 

and Drug Administration has a low to high kVp attenuation ratio that is suitable for material 

separation from iodinated agents at double-contrast enhanced DECT. Our work provides 

proof of concept that double-contrast DECT with novel enteric contrast agents can 

potentially add value to bowel imaging. Tungsten and tantalum metals are known to be 

relatively inert; and further bismuth salts, tungsten oxide clusters, and particularly tantalum 

oxides have been used in the past as experimental radiographic contrast agents in 

gastrointestinal examinations and are considered to be among suitable candidates for 

development (10,12,13,25,26).

Conclusions

In summary, we found that iodine density maps from in vivo double-contrast DECT scans 

allowed for better small bowel wall visualization than did conventional CT when tantalum- 

or tungsten-based enteric contrast agents were used. Further, the completeness of enteric 

contrast subtraction from the small bowel lumen and small bowel wall visualization on 

DECT iodine density maps were better when images were obtained with a tantalum- or 
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tungsten-based enteric contrast agent than with a bismuth-based enteric agent. Our results 

will help inform the selection and further development of novel non-iodinated, non-barium 

contrast materials for clinical application to achieve the full potential of dual energy CT, and 

could dramatically improve the diagnostic yield of CT over what we are currently able to 

obtain with merely iodine and barium contrast agents.

Experimental

Animal subjects

Approval from the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee was obtained, and NIH 

guidelines for care and use of laboratory animals were observed. Thirteen female New 

Zealand White rabbits (Western Oregon Rabbit, Co, Philomath, OR) weighing between 3.7 

and 4.3 kg were used.

Anesthesia

For CT scans, anesthesia of each animal was separately induced with 35 mg/kg Ketamine 

(Ketaset, Fort Dodge Animal Health, Fort Dodge, IA) and 3 mg/kg Xylazine (Spectrum, 

New Brunswick, NJ) by intramuscular injection and maintained under general anesthesia 

with 2–4% inhaled isoflurane (Summit Anesthesia Equipment, Foster City, CA).

Contrast agents

Iohexol (Omnipaque™, 350 mgI/ml, GE Healthcare Inc, Princeton, NJ) was used as the 

intravenous contrast agent. All enteric contrast materials were chosen to produce about 400 

HU at 120 kVp tube potential. A bismuth-containing suspension (Pepto Bismol®, Procter & 

Gamble, Cincinnati, Ohio) containing 17.5 mg bismuth subsalicylate per mL (thus 10.1 mg 

bismuth per mL) was used as enteric contrast without further modification. Tungsten oxide 

(WO3) nanoparticles (Nanostructured and Amorphous Materials, Houston, Texas) were 

suspended in a sterile 3 w/v % D-sorbitol solution just before oral administration as an 

experimental enteric contrast agent, in a concentration of 16 mg tungsten per ml. Tantalum 

oxide (Ta2O5) nanoparticles (GE Global Research Center, Niskayuna, New York) or 

tantalum oxide powder (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, Missouri) which was similar to these 

nanoparticles in X-ray attenuation profile were dispersed in a sterile 3 w/v % D-sorbitol 

solution just before oral administration as an experimental enteric contrast agent, in the 

concentration of 16 mg tantalum per mL. These specific concentrations for bismuth, 

tungsten, and tantalum agents are chosen purposefully to match with one another on the CT 

attenuation number for fair imaging comparison.

It is well documented that CT number of a given contrast agent (calibrated with water as 0 

HU) is linearly directly proportional to its concentration in the common contrast 

concentration range of clinical scenarios(27,28). Thus the low-to-high kVp attenuation ratio 

should be independent of contrast agent concentration for any given agent because the 

concentration factor is certainly cancelled in the calculation of this attenuation ratio. 

Similarly, the difference of attenuation ratios of two contrast agents is also independent of 

their concentrations.
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Intravenous-contrast-only dual energy CT scans

Three of the rabbits were initially scanned with intravenous iohexol contrast only, without 

receiving any enteric contrast agent. Iohexol 700mg I/kg (Omnipaque 350™, GE Healthcare 

Inc, Princeton, NJ; dose 2 mL/kg body weight) was delivered as a bolus via an intravenous 

catheter placed in an auricular vein 15 seconds prior to CT imaging. The scans were 

obtained with a rapid kVp switching dual energy CT scanner Discovery CT750 HD (GE 

Healthcare, Milwaukee, Wisconsin) in dual-energy (GSI) mode protocol GSI-11 (medium 

filter, 0.8-second rotation time, 40-mm collimation) and 0.625 mm slice thickness for each 

of the three rabbits. Axial and coronal 70 keV virtual monochromatic images, which 

simulate 120 kVp conventional CT images, were reconstructed at the console. These three 

rabbits were then recovered and given at least two days for intravenous contrast to clear 

before additional imaging.

Double-contrast dual energy CT scans

For each rabbit, oral contrast was administered by gastric gavage using a 12 Fr pediatric 

orogastric tube. Five of the rabbits each received 180 mL of bismuth subsalicylate 

suspension (Pepto-Bismol, Procter & Gamble, Cincinnati, Ohio). Four rabbits each received 

180 mL of tungsten oxide nanoparticle suspension (16 mg tungsten/mL) in 3% sorbitol 

solution and four rabbits received 180 mL of tantalum oxide powders (or equivalent density 

nanoparticles as reported by Torres et al in 2012 (18); 16 mg Ta/mL) in 3% sorbitol. The 

orogastric tube was removed after enteric contrast administration.

Twenty minutes after enteric contrast administration, rabbits were anesthetized. Then 

intravenous Iohexol 700 mg I/kg was given as a bolus via an auricular vein catheter 15 

seconds prior to CT imaging with a Discovery CT750 HD scanner (GE Healthcare, 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin) in dual-energy (GSI) mode. The scans were obtained with protocol 

GSI-11 (medium filter, 0.8-second rotation time, 40-mm collimation) and 0.625 mm slice 

thickness for each of the 13 rabbits. Axial and coronal 70 keV virtual monochromatic 

images, which simulate 120 kVp conventional CT images, as well as iodine material density 

map reconstructions were generated (29). Of note, our version of this software is limited to 

basis materials that do not have a k-edge between 40 and 140 keV (Saad Sirohey, PhD [GE 

Healthcare], written communication, June 2012). Therefore, for iodine/bismuth material 

decomposition, we used empirically determined X-ray attenuation coefficients in the GSI 

viewer software to simulate a material with the same low to high kVp attenuation ratio as 

bismuth but without a k-edge. For rabbits that received enteric tungsten (or enteric tantalum) 

and intravenous iodine, the iodine/water material decomposition basis was used to generate 

iodine material density maps since the attenuation ratios of tungsten and tantalum are very 

similar to that of water. Of note, for the iodine/bismuth material decomposition, air appears 

very bright (Figure 1-B and Figure 4-B) due to the limitations of currently available software 

conducting material decomposition with a basis set of only two materials, in the particular 

cases that the attenuation ratio of a base material (like Bismuth here) is considerably greater 

than 1.0. Two material decomposition attempts to dichotomize the CT “signal” from each 

voxel as being composed of only the two materials in the equation. When both materials 

have low to high kVp attenuation ratios significantly higher than 1.0, then the only way in 

which a material like air (defined as having an attenuation ratio of 1.0) can be represented 
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and mathematically solved by the assignment of a hypothetically large magnitude positive 

concentration of one material offset by a large magnitude “negative calculated 

concentration” of the other material. In the case of iodine density maps for bismuth/iodine 

decomposition, the algorithm results in false high iodine values for air on the iodine density 

maps. This artifact may be eliminated with a multi-material decomposition algorithm instead 

of a two-material decomposition algorithm in this particular case, but has not been 

implemented in available software. The artifact is not observed in decompositions involving 

tungsten or tantalum because both of these elements have attenuation ratios very close to 1.0 

which is for water.

Image evaluation

From the 70 keV virtual monochromatic (“conventional CT”) images and the iodine density 

map images (“DECT”) generated in the 13 double-contrast DECT scans, and from the 

conventional CT images of 3 intravenous-contrast-only scans, representative small bowel 

wall and small bowel lumen images were chosen to generate pairs of images for the 

following comparisons: double-contrast conventional CT versus DECT iodine density maps 

for each enteric contrast agent tested, conventional CT with intravenous contrast alone 

versus DECT iodine density maps for each enteric contrast agent tested, and small bowel 

wall visualization/completeness of subtraction of small bowel lumen between DECT iodine 

density maps when one enteric contrast agent was present versus when another enteric 

contrast agent was present (Table 1). Images were selected by radiologists who performed 

the rabbit-imaging portion of the study such that the small bowel wall visualization and 

completeness of small bowel lumen subtraction were representative of the image set. Each 

respective image series was optimally windowed and leveled to highlight the small bowel, 

and the chosen window/level was the same across each image category. Within each image 

category, generated images were randomly chosen and paired with a comparison image on a 

slide. The randomization was constrained such that any two scans were only compared once. 

The placement of the image on the left and right side of each slide was randomized for each 

pair, and the order of slides in the final presentation was additionally randomized with a 

randomized sequence generator. 116 comparison pairs of small bowel images were 

generated in total.

Image pairs were presented to 4 sub-specialty trained abdominal imaging attending 

radiologists (11, 7, 5, and 4 years of experience) who were otherwise not involved with the 

animal scans. Each radiologist independently assessed all 116 slides (comparison pairs) and 

marked their evaluation scores based on a visual analog scale. The leftmost point on the 

preference scale (−100%) was defined to the radiologists as absolute preference of the left-

sided image; the rightmost point (+100%) was defined as absolute preference of the right-

sided image; the central point (0%) was defined as equal preference of both images of the 

comparison pair. Radiologists were instructed to score the relative preference for small 

bowel wall visualization and relative completeness of intraluminal enteric contrast 

subtraction for each comparison pair presented.
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Analysis

Data from the response sheets were tabulated and analyzed with a Shapiro-Wilk test for 

normality of distribution (p values ranged from 0.29–0.72, and none were significant), 

followed by a Wilcoxon Signed Rank test for comparisons of ordinal measures using a 

statistical software package (R, version 2.14; R Development Core Team, Vienna, Austria). 

Accordingly, results for each comparison are provided in terms of median improvement in 

visualization of small bowel wall score and median improvement in subtraction of contrast 

from bowel lumen score with appropriate confidence intervals. Fleiss Kappa statistics was 

calculated for each comparison (Table 1). Values were noted to range from the low negative 

to low positive range (−0.11 to 0.09), indicating that there was poor agreement between each 

of the four radiologist readers who scored images in the study, and reflecting that there was 

substantial inter-observer variation in ratings on the visual analogue scale. Data on image 

preference for small bowel wall visualization and for completeness of small bowel lumen 

subtraction were analyzed with results for all readers pooled. Because readers were looking 

at specific designated image features rather than reading complete studies, it was not 

necessary to correct for within-animal correlation. A p value of 0.05 was used as the 

threshold for statistical significance.
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Figure 1. 
Simultaneous enteric bismuth (Bi) contrast and intravenous iodine contrast in a rabbit 

model. Conventional CT image (A) shows bright enteric bismuth contrast in the bowel 

lumen (*) that limits visualization of the curvilinear bowel wall enhanced by intravenous 

iodine. The DECT iodine density map (B) shows partial subtraction of bismuth enteric 

contrast (*), but the curvilinear bowel wall enhancement from iodine (arrowheads) is not 

well seen. The DECT iodine map image was not significantly preferred over the co-

registered conventional CT image in regards to small bowel wall visualization. Note also 

that air appears bright on the iodine/bismuth material decomposition (B) due to a current 

software-associated air artifact, further detailed in the methods section.
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Figure 2. 
Simultaneous enteric tungsten (W) contrast and intravenous iodine contrast in a rabbit 

model. Conventional CT image (A) shows bright enteric tungsten contrast in the bowel 

lumen (*) that limits visualization of the curvilinear bowel wall enhanced by intravenous 

iodine. The iodine density image map (B) from DECT shows improved small bowel wall 

(arrowheads) visualization compared to the co-registered image from the simulated 

conventional CT (A). * = bowel lumen, which is bright in the simulated conventional CT 

image due to tungsten contrast, but is dark in the iodine density image where the tungsten 

contrast is subtracted. K=kidney.
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Figure 3. 
Simultaneous enteric tantalum (Ta) contrast and intravenous iodine contrast in a rabbit 

model. Conventional CT image (A) shows bright enteric tantalum contrast in the bowel 

lumen (*) that limits visualization of the curvilinear bowel wall enhanced by intravenous 

iodine. The iodine density image map (B) from DECT shows improved small bowel wall 

(arrowheads) visualization compared to the co-registered image from the conventional CT 

(A). * = bowel lumen, which is bright in the conventional CT image due to tantalum 

contrast, but is dark in the iodine density image where the tantalum contrast is subtracted.
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Figure 4. 
Representative iodine density map images of small bowel in rabbits enhanced with double-

contrast (enteric bismuth or tungsten or tantalum contrast, and intravenous iodine contrast). 

Small bowel wall (arrowheads) visualization score was significantly better in an intravenous 

contrast-only conventional CT image (A) than in an iodine density map from enteric 

bismuth-enhanced double-contrast DECT (B) where the curvilinear bowel wall was 

indistinct and bowel lumen contrast poorly subtracted. Note that air appears bright on the 

iodine/bismuth material decomposition (B) due to a software-associated artifact, further 

detailed in the methods section. Images (C) and (D) are iodine density maps of double-

contrast DECT where enteric tungsten and tantalum contrast were used respectively. These 

latter images show near complete subtraction of the intraluminal tungsten and tantalum 

contrast, respectively, and vividly show the curvilinear bowel wall enhancement by the 

intravenous iodinated contrast material. The small bowel wall visualization for the iodine 

density map of tungsten and tantalum enteric contrast enhanced DECT was comparable with 

but not significantly preferred over that of intravenous-contrast-only conventional CT (A).
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Figure 5. 
Pairwise comparison of small bowel wall visualization at conventional CT versus iodine 

density maps from double-contrast enhanced DECT with enteric bismuth (or tungsten or 

tantalum) contrast and intravenous iodine contrast in rabbits. Scored median improvement in 

small bowel wall visualization is shown by bar graph for comparing intravenous-contrast 

enhanced conventional CT (to the left of the bold line) versus DECT iodine maps (to the 

right of the bold line) in the case of tantalum, tungsten, and bismuth contrast respectively. 

Whiskers denote the 95% confidence interval. * = p < 0.001
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Figure 6. 
Pairwise comparison of DECT iodine density maps using three different experimental 

enteric contrast agents for small bowel evaluation in rabbits. Scored median improvement in 

small bowel wall visualization and scored median improvement in completeness of 

intraluminal contrast subtraction are shown for tantalum versus tungsten (top pair), tantalum 

versus bismuth (middle pair), and tungsten versus bismuth (bottom pair). Whiskers denote 

the 95% confidence interval. * = p < 0.001
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Table 1

Rabbit Small Bowel Image Comparison with Different Scan Methods and Contrast Combinations. 

“Conventional CT” images stand for 70 keV virtual monochromatic images here, which simulate 120 kVp 

conventional CT. “Conventional CT Pre-oral Contrast” images are 70 keV virtual monochromatic images, 

which simulate 120 kVp conventional CT, acquired from rabbits that only received intravenous contrast. 

“I(Bi)” = DECT iodine density map generated with an iodine/bismuth material decomposition basis from 

rabbits that received enteric bismuth and intravenous iodine. “I(W)” = DECT iodine density map generated 

with an iodine/water material decomposition basis from rabbits that received enteric tungsten and intravenous 

iodine. “I(Ta)” = DECT iodine density map generated with an iodine/water material decomposition basis from 

rabbits that received enteric tantalum and intravenous iodine. Fleiss kappa statistics for strength of inter-

observer agreement are shown for each comparison.

Comparison Image Pairs Anatomy evaluated Fleiss Kappa

Conventional CT vs. I(Bi) 9

Small bowel wall visualization

0.058

Conventional CT vs. I(W) 8 −0.049

Conventional CT vs. I(Ta) 9 −0.094

Conventional CT Pre-oral Contrast vs. 
I(Bi)

10 −0.020

Conventional CT Pre-oral Contrast vs. 
I(W)

10 −0.042

Conventional CT Pre-oral Contrast vs. 
I(Ta)

10 −0.066

I(Bi) vs. I(W) 10 −0.011

I(Bi) vs. I(Ta) 10 −0.029

I(W) vs. I(Ta) 10 −0.031

I(Bi) vs. I(W) 10
Completeness of enteric contrast subtraction from the small bowel 

lumen

−0.110

I(Bi) vs. I(Ta) 10 −0.043

I(W) vs. I(Ta) 10 −0.019

*
I(X) = DECT “Iodine-only” density map where X is the enteric contrast agent, either Bi, W, or Ta. Bi = bismuth subsalicylate, W = tungsten 

oxide, Ta = tantalum oxide
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